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I. INTRODUCTION
When asked for the type of Saree to wear during any
function, a lot of recommendations are being given by some
or the other person thereby making it a tough choice to pick
the one of the so many available choices. The best part of the
Saree is that it is available in all the different patterns and
styles suiting women of all ages. The prominence of Saree is
increasing day by day due to its global popularity. Indian
women are specially found wearing Saree in the functions
like social gathering, engagement, wedding and festivals.
Womens love for sarees is
evident from the fact that
they live draping it in each
special occasion. They love
sarees above all outfits. If
one desires to be dressed in
the designer outfit, go for the
designer sarees that are
worked upon very well by
the reputed designers. I know
you might be thinking of why
to spend on the designer
sarees but the money to
spend is really worth to make
you look stunning & adorable
among all. Here are the top 5
reasons to choose designer sarees as your priority for special
occasions.
1. Quality Fabric Usage:
Designers thoroughly research and then come to the decision
on selecting the most comfortable fabric to design Saree on.
Fabric plays a major role and so designers keep it as its
foremost priority before designing the Saree. So, just forget
about the comfortability zone as you will surely be able to
adapt the Saree in the fabric that the designer prepares. Or
you can also select the fabric suiting your body type.

The embellishments like stones, zari work, beads, sequins,
zardosi work, thread work, etc. are all the additions that are
very well taken care of while preparing the Saree. With the
trappings, the overall look of the Saree will become more
enchanting. You can opt for the latest designer sarees from
an online store to get the latest trendy item within few clicks.
4. Ethnicity:
The ethnicity holds much on your part while buying designer
Saree. Designers do respect each religion and so has a
regional collection too. Some designers have a collection of
only the most asked for religious Saree. But with online
portals, this is not the case, you are free to select the
merchants you find most feasible and relevant to your likings
to select any designer Saree online.
5. Price Range:
Many females are at thought that designer collection is
always costly. But this is not right! They are available in
affordable ranges, the one who knows the meaning of quality
and labor that lies behind the making of the designer piece
will definitely not mind the cost to pay for it. It is worthy by
all means; just try once and I assure you will purchase the
designer piece every time you go shopping for Indian sarees
online. So, these are the five reasons to take care of while
selecting designer sarees. They truly have amazing patterns
making the personality of the women to sound Gorgeous.
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2. Color Range:
The designer sarees would be surely embedded with too
many colors. Designers love mixing up the colors giving a
beautiful look. They will also have a good collection of
single color sarees. Select the color most suitable to you.
3. Latest Designs:
You will doubtlessly get the latest designs while opting for
designer Saree. Designers do take care of the trend and set
the patterns and work likewise that stays in fashion for a long
time. The additions are also made in the designer sarees.
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